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EDITOR’S
NOTE

Oprah Winfrey once said, “Passion is energy. Feel
the power that comes from focusing on what excites you.”
Don’t we agree with this?
Passion is the energy that adds fuel to the dream
that we nurture. It puts the fire in the rocket that
shoots up high in the sky to achieve success. The
last two years have been a testimony to the fact
that it is the passion that keeps us going. Whether it was battling lockdowns and its aftermath, or
adopting the new lifestyle, it was this energy we
had to take on the challenges and come out with
flying colors.
Didn’t we see content creators leveraging this time
to carve a place for themselves? New and Old, both
amped up their game and won over our hearts and
the Internet. Therefore, the first edition of the year
2022, encapsulates stories and experiences of how
creators and digital celebrities powered through
pandemic years and their plans for the future. Celebrating the creativity and inventiveness of young
creators from Instagram’s 25 Under 25 List, we
have five of the creators, Krutika (@themermaidscales), Priyam (@priyamyonzon), Kushal (@
kushalmistryofficial), Divija (@awkwardgoat3),
and Sahil (@saahellmusic) on the cover. Each one
of them has proved in their respective field that if
you have passion and skill set, the sky’s the limit. They are the Stars of 2022 and beyond not only
because of their content, but the understanding
of how content can do wonders for them and the
community they nurture. Their passion is what
takes them places.
Swift through the pages for your dose of motivation and energy, because there is abundance in
each and every creator’s journey. Trust me! I am
glad we have these young creators who will be the
future of the industry.
And wrapping this up with a word of advice that I
too learned very recently, if things didn’t turn out
the way you planned, don’t lose hope, just keep
that passion and fire in the belly alive, and there
will be a new day, your day soon!
Till then, Stay Safe & Stay at home!

Mrinil Mathur, Founder & Editor
mrinil@socialketchup.in,
@digitalchhokri
If you have stories that should be shared with
the world, send them to letters.to.the.editor@
socialketchup.in or drop me a note.
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COUNT
VS
CONTENT!
Creators Urmila Lawekar and Mohak Narang
have their own take over the age-old debate
of quality content vs followers/views on social
media.
We live in an era where nothing seems real or
newsworthy until it has made noise on the internet. With the popularity and need to feel
relevant, audiences are always on the lookout
for break-time content. But when it comes to
the creators, they seem to be stuck between algorithms and putting up quality content that
they enjoy creating.
Rue Bennett from the show Euphoria said,
“That’s the weird thing about the Internet.
Ten people can feel like the whole world,” and
that pretty much sums up today’s social media
landscape. Despite all the freedom, numbers
end up becoming a major factor. Creators find
themselves trying a trend so they can reach out
to more people. While some follow it as it is,
others find an opportunity to show their creativity by adding their take on the trend. And as
we enjoy the 15 secs of our online lives, the debate of quality vs quantity continues. Creators
Urmila Lawekar and Mohak Narang put their
points forward with Smrithi Mohan.
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URMILA
LAWEKAR
@urmilawekar

“I don’t personally feel
that content creators
with a large following
are great/perfect.
A creator with great
quality content is
something that interests
me. Numbers don’t
really matter.”

MOHAK
NARANG
@mohak.narang

“If your content is
relatable enough and
the audience can feel it
- you’ve cut. Apart from
that, quality should be
taken care of.”
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URMILA
LAWEKAR
How would you describe your content
journey?
My content journey began very randomly.
I was just thinking about creating a vlog
channel on YouTube. It took me almost
two months to create my first vlog. The
entire journey since the first video has
been very inspiring for me. I enjoy the
whole process of creating vlogs
As a creator with a substantial follower
base, how does your audience impact
the content you put up?
The audience’s input matters a lot for me.
I recall an incident where Mythpat once
told me that I talk a lot and took this up as
a question to my audience on YT and Insta. And they favoured my talkative nature.
They even created a fan army by creating
#LaliPops. That kinda made my day!

“As people, we can
all evolve over time,
and hence audiences
perspectives have
massively changed in
the last few years.”
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Do you believe that follower count and
views have become a deciding factor
over good content? As an audience,
what would your ideal content be like?
I don’t personally feel that content creators with a large following are great or
perfect. A creator with great quality content is something that interests me. Numbers don’t really matter. Numbers are not
equal to the quality of content. However, I believe in these two - high level and
low-level content types.

“It (brand
associations and
business) purely
depends on
what the brand
is looking for via
a creator and
the campaign.
It will always be,
reach v.s creative
content.”

Have you come across creators who
may have fewer followers but put up
great content?
Yes, I have come across a few creators on
Instagram reels and YouTube who have
lovely content but fewer followers.
Do you think, follower mark celebrations like 100K / 1 M is subliminally creating competition in the industry, leading to creators rushing towards these
milestones?
I feel it’s a very healthy competition! It can
be a great driving force for them to create
good content. Also at the end of the day,
these are just numbers, it’s always the
quality of content that defines the creator.
Hence, one has to just focus on content,
and nothing else.
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MOHAK
NARANG
How would you describe your content
journey?
I am a 20-year old digital content creator
and I started my journey when the social
media craze was not at its peak but I was
intrigued by the game of fame and today
I have about 2.7 million subscribers on
YouTube and 3.2 million followers on Instagram.
Do you think the perspective of the audience towards content has changed
over the years?
Absolutely! In 2015-2018, the audience
used to binge on long-form content.
Slowly the trend has changed where
people love watching snackable short
videos. Earlier, the content was looked
upon as a hobby, whereas it’s a full-time
career opportunity for so many now. The
rise of new short video platforms proves
that the content world has its shifts.
Even in the future, NFTs and web3 will
open up dimensions of how content is
consumed and perceived.

“Relatability. That’s the
word. If your content is
relatable enough and
the audience can feel it
- you’ve cut. Apart from
that, quality should be
taken care of.”
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Do you believe that follower count
and views have become a deciding
factor over good content?
Though views, likes, comments, followers are the critical engaging factors to
determine the overall reach and credibility of the account, I believe the audience still craves good content. If I do
not consistently put out nicely produced
content, I see a decline in the numbers,
naturally showing the overpowers factor, i.e., good content. Regarding brands,
the number only helps you get shortlisted, but the capital investment depends
upon the quality of content that we
eventually package. There will always
be a hoax and hype around the numbers,
though creators who parallelly maintain
the quality sustain in the long run.

Have you come across creators who
may have fewer followers but put up
great content?

“Brands come in with a
certain expectation of
reach, followers count,
and TG. If we meet
their requirements they
shortlist us. Quality is
given equal emphasis.
No brand would want
their product to be
showcased in poor and
half-hearted-looking
content.”

Absolutely! I know so many creators who
are posting amazing, highly relatable videos on the platform. Though they have
fewer numbers now, history shows that
they sustain over a more extended period
and get their dues.
As an audience, what would your ideal
content be like?
Relatable and appealing to my eyes. I
would want to live the content my favourite creator is making. Very similar to how a
fan wants to live the life of an actor he sees
in the movies.
Do you think the follower mark celebrations like 100K / 1 M is subliminally
creating competition in the industry,
leading to creators rushing towards
these milestones?
To quite some extent, yes. Creators, after
finding initial fame, want to rush to those
milestones because of relevancy misconceptions. Also, only creators with a limited-time mindset compete or see it as a
race, whereas creators with a broader outlook know it’s just a number.
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LETTERS
TO 2020 &

2021 ME!

With the first lockdown in 2020, another one in 2021,
and Omicron’s dread in 2022, we’re constantly feeling
like we missed out on being our best selves had time not
stood still for so long. Even though we have been able to
grow through the pandemic or because of it, there’s a lot
of growth we have missed out on in all areas of life. While
the lockdown life taught us to slow down and enjoy
the little things, celebrate the smallest wins, we’re also
learning to sit with sadness and grief, no matter how
hard this feels. While we’re reminiscing about the last
two years this January, we’re patting ourselves on the
back for how well we’ve handled it all but sometimes we
also wish we could have warned ourselves about these
historic years that were rather different than what we
had initially planned for ourselves.
Shachi Lavingia asked Sahib Singh Sadana, Vipasha Malhotra and Foram Pandya to pen a heartfelt letter to their
2020 and 2021 selves while talking about everything
they are today. And we love what they had to share!

Dear Sahib,
Like every human, we had a plan where everything works out
in our favour. A plan that we never thought would change, our
dream of becoming a Chartered Accountant.
I was about to give my CA finals but I guess COVID-19 had other plans for me. Exams got canceled and I was forced to just
sit inside the house and wait for the authorities to issue future
notifications about these exams. While waiting for those notifications, I realised that I love travelling more than anything
else and I miss it deeply. COVID-19 made me realise the value
of my freedom. And I had a completely different mindset after
that.

SAHIB SINGH
SADANA (@travellingindian)
Travel content creator, owner
of The Forest Bound

Being a CA was something we badly wanted but COVID-19
made me realise that it’s not for me. It made me realise that
I’m not made for it. It helped me understand the importance
of freedom in my life and how much I value the world outside
my room. I’m calling it freedom because I stopped enjoying
being cooped up in my room. It made me nervous and anxious. And I didn’t want to live that way. So, I decided to give
up our dream of becoming a CA and instead make a career in
the travel sector. Even though we want to become a Chartered
Accountant, I just can’t sit and study anymore. The pandemic
changed that in me.
I’m pursuing my passion for travelling now and I’m successfully running a blog and a cottage in Manali! I’m happy it all
turned out in our favour.
Love,
Sahib
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To Vipasha

(who hasn’t seen the pandemic),
Hi cutie! It’s me, you! I’m THAT Vipasha, who is going through
a pandemic, so you can also call me a more traumatized version
of yourself. Now, I know you wanna hear about this whole Pandemic story but can we please “skip to the good part?”
I hope you’re doing great wherever you are. I hope you’ve become this amazing performer who’s probably touring the country with her band, doing gigs and shows like a total rockstar.
You are a true reflection of an independent woman and I am so
proud of who you were even 2 years back. I feel like this whole
pandemic has set me back majorly in terms of mental health
and taking control of my life.
It’s definitely been a boon for my social media. Oh, I wanna tell
you that in the pandemic world you’re a social media star with
millions of views! Yeah, sounds crazy right? I know it’s amazing, I’m getting a lot of opportunities here, but I wouldn’t say
that going through a pandemic was worth it. Imagine fearing
for your life each time you meet your friends and loved ones! On
top of that, imagine being locked down with your family for a
whole year! Want to bawl your eyes out? Yes, it was THAT bad!

VIPASHA
MALHOTRA (@vipasha.malhotra)
Musician / Stand-up comedian / Writer

So, I just hope that you’re in a more secure place than I am. I
really wanted to do more stage performances, had I not been
locked down for 2 whole years. I hope you’re getting to do them
somewhere in that dreamy parallel universe of yours. I hope
that you’re not an Instagram addict, because no matter how
glorified this whole “influencer” term is, something like this just
can’t be good for your mental health, right? I just hope you’re
living the moments, more than documenting them. I’m happy for the both of us, because even though the pandemic was
bad, it gave me some time to sit and take a break. The world has
learnt how to pause for a bit, everyone is talking about mental
health nowadays. So that’s great here!
All in all, I’m happy for you and I’m more than happy for myself. I could go on and on about what could’ve been had I not
gone through this pandemic, but instead I’m gonna focus on
everything that I did despite the world crumbling around me. I
literally rose from the ashes. From everything being taken away
to making a whole new path for myself, I am extremely proud
of where I stand. I hope you too are happy, wherever you are.
Take care!
Love,
Vipasha
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Dear Foram,
Remember the time when your productivity was directly proportional to your self-worth? Oh right, that happened this
morning. Oops! Seriously though, do you remember the time
you let go of a high paying client because it was costing you
your mental health? I just want to say, that was really brave.
Good job on putting yourself first!
It’s the apocalyptic year of 2020, and time seems to have
stopped. I see why you constantly feel like you’re losing out
on opportunities, relationships, and experiences. But are you
really? Because it looks to me like you have channelised your
energy in so many new directions – you’ve made some major
lifestyle shifts, recorded some major breakthroughs in therapy, survived a fairly new relationship and come out stronger,
and finally started pursuing comedy. Not so shabby for a year
that hindered all your growth prospects, huh? From feeling
stagnant to nurturing hope, boy has this year been a wild ride!
So, I’d like you to look at all that this year gave you – higher
resilience, better communication, and a closer look at yourself.
Because, while 2020 was the year of big shifts, 2021 is here to
build major character.
In 2021, an era of multiple bad news every day, you allowed
yourself grief and empathy. Throughout this year, you learned
to slow down, and take multiple leaps of faith. More importantly, you let yourself process failure. That is a big one! You let go
of the idea of ‘perfect’, and did what made you feel good. You
took up meaningful work and gave up on things and people
that served you no more. For that, I now beam with joy! Girl,
you decided to get married this year! (woah!) I wish to give you
a big hug for holding your own during what felt like an absolute
rock bottom. Without discounting the hardships that this year
brought along, I want to say that I’m so proud of you for believing in your choices, communicating even when it got hard,
and picking your battles while smashing the patriarchy. You
did good, kid!
At this point in 2022, while we still wait for normalcy to return,
I am asking you to re-evaluate your life during the COVID-19
pandemic - was it all about the opportunities lost, and the person you could have become? Or about the learnings and perspective gained to become the person you are today?
P.S. Please chill and skate through life in really nice shoes, okay?
Okay! (Oh and, Alexis Rose supremacy)
Love,
Foram
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FORAM
PANDYA (@alotlikeforam)
Social media strategist, Content
creator, Emcee

WHAT’S
GOT ‘EM
HOOKED?
by Sakshi Sharma
The start of 2022 was not what we were expecting. Shoved back into our homes again
and a new variant of the same virus dangling on our heads. But what has kept us sane
throughout this whole upside-down situation
is binge-watching content. From old classics
to new releases and other things as well. And
slowly binge-watching has become a part of
our regular routine just as we sleep or eat. So,
while you might enjoy some of your favorite
shows, films, or videos here are some creators
that are doing the same this January!
We talked to Tirth Parsana, Anahitaaa, Mac
Macha, and Ashitosh about their favorite content that kept them ‘em hooked this month.

Anahitaaa
@anahitakaranjia
“Jan was a little busy for me work-wise, so I
ended up watching Emily in Paris Season 2
and just re-watched Friends and Two and a Half
Men from the beginning as it’s the perfect break
and escape for me.”

17
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Tirth Parsana
@tirthrajparsana
“I generally don’t watch newly trending shows like all others…instead I like to watch old nostalgic shows that were
trending a decade back. Currently, I’m binge-watching a
discovery show called “A haunting” This show first aired
on TV in 2005! In each episode, a family shares their real
paranormal experiences with the other side. I never knew
someone was uploading all the old episodes back on YouTube that too in great quality!”

Mac Macha
@macmacha
“I am a big fan of mockumentaries.
I have watched all the good ones. So
I have started watching The Office
for the second time and I am two
seasons down. I am awestruck by
what the Malayalam film industry
has been doing for the last 5 years.
The last one I enjoyed was Minnal
Murali. I want to re-watch movies
like Trance, Angamalay Diaries, The
Great Indian Kitchen, Ayyappanum
Koshiyum to name a few.”

Ashitosh
@ft.ashitoshhh
“I watched this film on Amazon Prime
even though I was too late to watch it. It
was Anushka Sharma’s Pari and I really
enjoyed it, even though I’m not into the
horror genre and I mostly enjoy watching
mystery and crime genres. Anushka Sharma’s acting is phenomenal and really different in a sense. I love the ending of the
film because what normally happens in a
horror movie is that the ghost is sent away
or is permanently killed off but this film
leaves you with something positive which
rarely happens.”
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THROUGH
THE LENS
By Sakshi Sharma

From the beginning, 2022 has us all cooped into
our homes. But like they say ‘beauty lies in the eye
of the beholder’, during this time, photography too
is about finding your own perspective. We talked
to photographers like Raj Gupta, Ritwika and Ritam Chakraborty about the same. As they talk to
us in words and pictures, they share images of
their homes and what it means to be a photographer while staying at home.

19
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RAJ
GUPTA
@mokshaworld
“I am a freelance photographer from
Dehradun who uploads his content on
Instagram. There are three fun things
in photography that can be easily done
from home. First is self-portraits, for
this, all you need is a camera and a tripod, and by experimenting with different props and poses, you can do it. The
second is silhouette for which you just
need to brighten the light source behind
you. While it’s easy to take silhouettes,
they won’t look good unless you find
something interesting with the subject.
For example, at a time of sunset, we can
create amazing poses with the sun. And
the third is photography at night for
which long exposure is your best friend,
You can click pictures of the sky and the
buildings at the big number of aperture
and long exposure.”
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RITWIKA
@rit.wika
“With the lockdown forcing us
to withdraw, I started seeing corners of my room like I had never
seen before - as an extension of my
body, where time gets stretched.”

21
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RITAM
CHAKRABORTY
@chal_photokheech
“I am a street photographer based in
Guwahati and I have been doing this for
almost 3.5 years. I specialize in capturing unstaged moments on the street. I
also work as a freelance photographer
and wedding photographer. Here are
my two cents on the three pictures that
are shown here. The Bicycle photo was
taken through the spokes of a bicycle
making it interesting to look at. The curious cat photo is the picture I took on a
rainy day. It’s a reflecting image and the
expression of the eyes of the cat made
me click this picture. The person reading the newspaper was taken because
the natural light falling directly on the
person who is reading the newspaper
makes the picture quite captivating to
look at.”
Location on all three photos:
Guwahati, Assam
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STARS OF

2022
AND BEYOND

Social Ketchup Ed, Mrinil Mathur Rajwani, chit chats
with Krutika, Priyam, Kushal, Divija, and Sahil from
25 Under 25 Instagrammers list.
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The official website of Pantone describes the color of
2022, 17-3938 Very Peri, as the one whose courageous
presence encourages personal inventiveness and creativity. The color helps us embrace, exhibit, and resonate
with the creative, inquisitive, and intriguing landscape of
possibilities and cultivate a new vision to rewrite the future for ourselves. And so are the dynamic, vibrant young
achievers on our cover this month, who are changing
how we create and consume content in the future.
Exploring infinite possibilities of creativity and innovation, under-mentioned cover stars have in no time
carved a place for themselves in the hearts and minds
of the Internet making them a must-follow on Instagram.
Instagram, as a part of their ‘We Are In The Making’ campaign that celebrates young people who’re in-the-making, announced a list of 25 Under 25 Instagrammers of
India. And we at Social Ketchup, a home for content creators, wanted to celebrate and encourage these trailblazers for the content they create, the community they
nurture, and the mark they create for themselves each
passing day with their sheer dedication and aim to touch
the sky.
While we wanted to sit and chat with ALL of the 25 (maybe in the future), we have five of them sharing their
story and their plans to take on the future. Krutika (@
themermaidscales), Priyam (@priyamyonzon), Kushal (@
kushalmistryofficial), Divija (@awkwardgoat3), and Sahil
(@saahellmusic) grace the cover of January.
And like I mentioned, they explore and challenge impossibilities each day, they very humbly and creatively challenge the hurdles of shooting the cover. Yes! The cover is
a result of self-shot pictures that all five of the creators
shared with us, aren’t they inventive?
Content Creation on Instagram has given a platform and
enabled creative minds and young achievers to grow at
an early age proving time and again, that age is no bar
and the sky’s the limit for Content Creators who have talent and passion.
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KRUTIKA
@themermaidscales

Krutika, with a following over 5.5 M, is
entertaining everyone with her relatable
funny content. She has always loved
playing with makeup and experimenting
with new things. She is an Anime, K-Drama, and Gaming fan.

How did it all begin for you?
I was into art since childhood, always loved to
draw things. It became more fun when I came
across anime and started to draw those characters and their features. I learned more about
makeup through the internet. Now I absolutely
love playing with makeup and experimenting with new things which makes me happy. I
started making funny content, which is related
to my everyday life. Since then I’ve never been
the same watching people’s reactions to my
content always excites me.
How do you differentiate your content from
others?
I stay true to my creativity and work on what
comes from within. I refuse to compromise
with the authenticity of my work! Maybe that’s
what makes my content different from others.
What according to you worked for you on
Instagram?
All I do is experience situations firsthand and
create scenarios in my mind while churning
them out into small skits. The rest just works
out, thanks to my loyal IG fam!
What is your long-term goal with content
creation?
It’s always a challenge to find new content
ideas, but it is really fun to ideate and to get to
my process of putting together the entire video. The response from my IG fam is especially
overwhelming, but this is what pushes me to
do more every time! So, my goal, for now, is to
just keep at it.
Do you think creating niche content helps in
creating a mark for yourself?
Definitely! Having your own style to anything
makes you stand out and gives more perspective. Plus, it is fun to have your own take on
everything.

25
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How do you think that your content can make
an impact on the way content will be created
in the coming years?
My aim has always been to entertain my fam
and I definitely want to make them smile more
and more in the coming years.
How do you plan to take it on in 2022? What
are your plans for this year?
Well, I do not plan on doing things far ahead in
the future. Just like to go with the flow as and
when it comes.

PRIYAM
YONZON
@priyamyonzon

Priyam Yonzon aka Priii is a digital creator who loves fashion! Anything and
everything that they do, revolve in some
way or the other around fashion!

How did it all begin for you?
Honestly, just how a normal person would open
an Instagram account and start posting their
best pictures! I kept doing that for a long time
and then musical.ly aka Tik Tok happened and
that helped me boost my profile and also can’t
forget the people who supported me! Their
encouragement led me into making more content and exploring more niches.
How do you differentiate your content from
others?
I believe that every piece of content I created
has a touch that says it’s mine, regardless of if
there’s another million people doing it. Creating content comes naturally to me and I can be
my real authentic self in front of my audience.
What according to you has worked for you
on IG?

Do you think creating niche content helps in
creating a mark for yourself?

CONSISTENCY and engaging for my audience.
It was extremely tough to be recognised on Instagram before reels, now that there is Reels, I
feel like that’s the most powerful “tool” on Instagram currently!

I mean everything that you post is a piece of
content, but obviously, sometimes you need to
put in extra work to make a mark out there, and
honestly, it takes a lot of effort and creative
energy when it comes to that.

I love getting to know my audience and engaging with them by going live or doing Q n A
stories.

How do you think that your content can make
an impact on the way content will be created
in the coming years?

What is your long-term goal for creation?
I’ve always been a person who always settles in
for the last-minute plan and I’m here for whatever comes my way, hoping and working hard
for the best!

All I wanna do is entertain, experiment, and do
better every time, with my content, if even one
person can find a source of inspiration while
viewing it to create content and express themselves; that would be truly ‘influencing’.

I wish to let my profile be a positive, safe space
for inspiration and hope my audience feel happy whenever they come across the content I
create.
How do you plan to take it on in 2022? What
are your plans for this year?
For Instagram, I want to be more organised and
make up a better consistency while creating
content because usually, I’m either doing 1000
things at once or none at all.
Apart from this, I wish to explore more content
formats and create better quality content, I
also want to focus on building a community
around my audience.
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KUSHAL
MISTRY
@kushalmistryofficial

Kushal, a popular regional creator from
Gujrat, with a computer engineering
background, finds true passion in writing
and telling stories.

How did it all begin for you?
I started creating short entertaining videos on
Instagram back in 2016 after that I along with my
team (Parth Parmar, Jatin Prajapati, Vijay Gurjar)
who are also my friends since engineering days,
became one of the top YouTube Channel “AMDAVADI MAN” in regional Gujarati language. And we
have done some other projects in the entertainment industry too, that brought me into this. Also,
I’ve been making reels since its launch in India. If
I connect the dots then according to me life is a
circle, I am able to follow my passion and do what
I love, I owe it to Instagram as I posted one of my
first videos in my career on the platform.
How do you differentiate your content from
others?
I have considered myself a creative person since
childhood, and funny and entertaining content
attracted me, and it became my stress buster
during my days of engineering. I am not a funny
person, I am an introvert and a private person, but
I am good at writing ever since telling stories became my passion. I worked towards developing a
sense of humour and enhancing my observational
skills by consuming a lot of content available in
every format, every language, every genre from
around the world. Also, when I was trying my
hands on editing, learning it by myself, I realized
that I have a naturally good taste in BGM Scores.
So, I think I can present my content in a better
manner than others, I have the ability to come up
with something different every time, so the freshness, the twist, and the surprise element is always
there, and some out of the box creativity is cherry
on the cake that makes my content unique and
different from others.

and experimenting with my content. So long term
I would like to explore other genres apart from
comedy and want to give a complete package of
emotions and experience to my audience.

What according to you worked for you on Instagram?

Do you think creating niche content helps in
creating a mark for yourself?

I am a Regional (Gujarati) Language Dependent
Content Creator, so my audience is limited at a
point but by incorporating Instagram Trends I got
exposure to showcase my creativity worldwide,
I got a wider viewership and many of my videos
were very well received. So, I realized that the language barrier is just a myth. If it’s relatable, people
will appreciate it from everywhere.

Yes, creating niche content helped me to get
recognition from the entertainment industry,
idol creators, and of course Instagram too, plus I
am being offered valuable brand collaborations, I
want to do branded stuff only where I am actually
proud to showcase it to my audience, and eventually, I am getting at it.

What is your long-term goal with content creation?

How do you think that your content can make
an impact on the way content will be created in
the coming years?

I just want to tell stories, it can be in any form,
whether it’s in longer format or shorter format, I
am learning every aspect of filmmaking by myself

I am not following any kind of patterns for creating my content, and creating what my audience
wants is working out in my favour. But I want to
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experiment with this art of creating and discover
new ways of storytelling so my content will impact
in a certain way, by amazing people to think ‘this
thing can be also told Like this’, also I am ready
for the change of behaviour in content creation
in coming years, but I have my roots of originality
and I have trust on myself that I will make something unique, relevant and creative every time.
How do you plan to take it on in 2022? What are
your plans for this year?
I want to spread More positivity in 2022 , and I want
to have an impact on the society with my videos
too, so I would like to do more social awareness
kind of videos in my comedy style, I have made a
video in recent time about Public urination, I plan
to cover more such topics and also I would like
work towards breaking stereotypes about Gujju
people, so many more experimentation on content is what I plan for this year. Also, I am doing
some projects in Gujarati films too.

DIVIJA
BHASIN
@awkwardgoat3

Divija, a trained Counselling Psychologist calls herself the friendly neighborhood therapist who makes mental health
content in a relatable and light hearted
manner, with an aim to raise awareness
about proper professional treatment
from qualified psychologists.

How did it all begin for you?
I started off making videos just for fun in the
lockdown. I’m a very awkward and shy person
and never thought I’d do this (I have become
way more confident because of making content). I didn’t have any plans of being a content
creator. It happened randomly and I just went
with the flow. Instagram reels really helped me
grow. Because the videos are short form, I’m
able to do things more creatively as compared
to how I would present the same information in
long form content.
How do you differentiate your content from
others?
I think my content touches upon topics not
many people make content about. I also try
to keep it lighthearted, so it doesn’t get too
heavy. I might have the “mental health” niche
going but I enjoy stepping away from it and
doing as I feel. Usually, I find that most people
stick to their niche.
What according to you worked for you on
Instagram?
I think using trends with a twist really works
well. I’ve seen that when I give my opinion on
trends or things that are popular at the moment, people really connect with it.
What is your long-term goal with content
creation?
I used to make all kinds of plans for my career
but now I’m doing completely different stuff,
so I don’t really think so much about long term
goals anymore. I’ve found that I’d rather work
spontaneously but with short term goals. For
now - I’d like to start experimenting with different forms of content and not just stick to reels.

Do you think creating niche content helps in
creating a mark for yourself?
Yes, it definitely helps, and people relate you
to it. BUT I also think that you shouldn’t only
make your niche-related content. Make what
you want. Your audience follows you for your
personality and for your niche both. Don’t let
your personality die out just cause you want to
stick to your niche. I feel that a lot of people
are scared of venturing out of their niche, but
I think it’s better to not put yourself in a box.
How do you think that your content can make
an impact on the way content will be created
in the coming years?

usually kind of preachy and boring. I would love
to see more people talk about these topics in
a fun way to reach the masses. I already see it
happening with the newer generation of psychology students (on a very small scale but
hopefully more people will do it).
How do you plan to take it on in 2022? What
are your plans for this year?
I plan to work more on different formats of
content and collaborate with more content
creators.

I think specifically for my content, I’d love to
inspire more psychologists and psychology
students to make content similar to mine. In
my field, the content I see made by others is
WWW.SOCIALKETCHUP.IN SOCIAL KETCHUP JAN 2022
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SAHIL NITIN
MAGAR
@saahellmusic

A trained classical musician Sahil, is
popularly known for his covers, mashups, and hindi version songs. He went
viral on Instagram with his Hindi version
of Justin Bieber’s STAY with 45+ Million
views on his Reel.

How did it all begin for you?
It started for me when I was six years old. My
father is a classical singer, and thus my parents
wanted me to learn classical music too. Though I
learned classical music properly when I was nine, I
still practice classical music and haven’t left classical music ever since. I was performing as a child
artist, doing stage shows and performances. I
saw my father sing, and I got inspired and wanted
to do something very similar.
But, as I grew up, my voice changed, and people
were not considering me as a child singer anymore, and that kind of upset me and threw me
back. I wasn’t able to sing for a while for that reason, and I left singing for two years. But, when I
turned eighteen, I got the courage to sing again,
and I started off by uploading covers in the form
of IGTV videos on Instagram in 2020. I didn’t initially receive a lot of traction, though this was
before reels started booming. I didn’t have any
traction at all at that time, as there was a lot of
competition, and so many other people were doing the same kind of thing, which as a result, hid
my talent. When reels came in, I started posting
Hindi versions of English music. Once I was scrolling through YT, and I randomly stumbled upon
one of these parody videos, where people were
mocking another video, keeping the sense of the
song, along with taste and feel. I created my first
Hindi version in April, my first heartbreak anniversary version, which completely blew up, and right
now, it has hit around 8M views. I guess that has
been my biggest break as Sony music India contacted me. I started posting more and more Hindi
versions, and I noticed them hitting numbers and
becoming super big. Even though I was still posting usual covers, Hindi versions of mine brought
out my talent and had around 40M views, and this
came so randomly.
How do you differentiate your content from
others?
Hindi versions of popular songs make my content
stand-out when there are so many people trying
to do the same kind of content. This did make me
stand out, but people were not taking it too seriously or noticing it. I feel like having your own content and personality is something very necessary.
What according to you worked for you on Instagram?
I guess the way I make my covers work for me. I
just don’t go and sit in front of the mic. I look after
my aesthetics as well, because IG is a platform,
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where aesthetics play an important role. If something is lacking in my video in terms of the aesthetic, I don’t post that video, and that’s how I create my
music and covers on IG.
What is your long-term goal with content creation?
The reason I came on Instagram was that I wanted
to create an audience for myself, in short, I wanted
to have backing or support. My long-term goal is to
be a complete artist, and put out my originals, go on
tours, and perform. So if I have the audience and I’m
putting out my own music, I want people to see it.
If possible, I want to be India’s biggest music artist.
Do you see yourself as a full-fledged content creator in the coming years?
Yes, I do. I would like to continue and post on Instagram for as long as I can. In the future, I want
to even compose for web series and sing for Bollywood too.
Do you think creating niche content helps in creating a mark for yourself?
I wouldn’t call myself a niche artist. As far as I know
everybody in the world listens to music. However,
some people are a part of the niche music market
who have songs because they want it out there.
The music I make is for the mass public and a lot of
people are not into niche categories. I make music

for everyone. I like putting thought into what people
like and what they don’t. For someone like me who
is into music, it is difficult as you have to keep posting music. But what I feel is it’s your page just go
ahead and do whatever you want without thinking
about what people are going to say.
How do you think that your content can make an
impact on the way content will be created in the
coming years?
I would say the time I was posting Hindi versions,
it brought a lot of views. There are a lot of people
who were ripping off the idea but I do think I really
do have some kind of impact. New and upcoming
creators do get inspired from me. Nowadays, for
the creators, it’s about the video as well. Since 2020
there have been a lot of people who are listening
to me and trying to do something similar, so I feel I
have created some kind of an impact.
How do you plan to take it on in 2022? What are
your plans for this year?
2022 is totally going to be different. I’m not just
going to create music on Instagram, but a lot of
other streaming platforms, we are making a band.
I’m also collaborating with a lot of other musicians,
aiming to have Live Events and performances. And
most importantly, the year is going to be about my
originals.

MEET THE
DIVERSE &TALENTED
25 UNDER 25
INSTAGRAMMERS
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CREATORS
TO FOLLOW IN

2022

PRACHI AND HARSH
@ twoticketstofreedom
We both are each other’s best friends. I know
that’s a cliche. But it’s true! We have this special bond and our love and constant desire to
support each other at every step in life have
helped us grow. Both, in life and in our content
creation journey.
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MSK AKA MOHAMMAD SALIM KHAN
@ msk_s1991
This journey with YT has been amazing, it
taught me a lot. Over the years I have kept
myself flexible and found ways to learn new
things, the past year was all about that. I also
want to take my travelling experience to the
next level.

URMILA LAWEKAR AKA LALI
@ urmilawekar
Lali is a YouTube channel where you will see
me laughing most of the time and having fun,
creating random content because that’s how I
am. The reason why I started this channel was
just to have fun and enjoy. I like having fun in
whatever I do, though it is a part-time thing.

TAABISH SHAIKH
@ taabishhh17

DR RAHUL BHOSLE
@ rabho

FUNYAASI
@ funyaasi

When I see that they’re connecting and relating
to my videos, that’s the biggest motivation for
me to create more and more.

Woh create karo jo tum khud dekho toh tasalli
mile ki kuch accha kara hai. Once you yourself
are happy with your content, your audience will
definitely love it and it will motivate you to create more

We are both dreamers and believers. And honestly,
that’s what makes it work for us. We have a ‘never
up attitude’ and a positive approach towards life.
No matter what the situation, we make things
work. Besides this, we share many common instances of fun and embarrassment that we make
our viewers watch through our content.

NEHA DOODLES

PRAKRITI AND SUKRITI

DIYA PARAKH

@ neha.doodles

@ prakritikakar

@ sukritikakar

@ diyaaparakh

I am happy that I have an incident to tell through
my doodles. This (real-life incidents) helps me
while doodling because all the make-believe
stories in my head now finally make sense.

The best part (of working together) would be
the comfort, synergy, and creative freedom we
share with each other. Also, two individual approaches give a new perspective to a creative
mind and multiply ideas.

I’ve had people tell me that when they’re in a
bad mood, they watch my videos to feel better.
I feel like I have a small family online filled with
people who genuinely like what I do and want to
see me do well, and that makes me so happy!

AAKASH CHIRIPAL

UK07 RIDER

STEFFY SUNNY

@ aakashchiripalofficial
Aakash’s sister Sanchi says, “Watching transition videos shared by other creators and trying to recreate them is something that excited
him the most. It’s also because it’s easier for
him to just copy something that has already
been created.

@ anurag_dobhal
Always watch and learn, but do not repeat what
you see. Set your own trend rather than following the current one. Be creative and be unique.

@ steffy_sunny_
After hours of heated arguments (with her
mother), I had a revelation on sorts. ‘Why don’t
I make videos about these instances?’ Because
that was something almost all Malayalis can
relate to.
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THE LITTLE COUPLE
@ littlecouple_payalkapil

VAISHALI ARORA
@ vaishaliaroraaa

@ lensbehindlens

People used to stare at me, and I used to feel
guilty. That is the reason why I always wanted to become famous so that the gaze would
change. I wanted people to know me, and so I
started making videos on TikTok.

Dancing gave me a sense of identity even when
I was a child. And ever since I choose it, the
journey has been both tough and fun because
there is a lot of competition when it comes
to this profession. In that sense, social media
played a very crucial part as it gave me a good
opportunity to reach a much wider audience.

It’s not an individual or people who inspire him
but his own surroundings. “I observe things and
take inspiration from them sometimes it’s coffee, clouds, or maybe a wooden chair.

CHETAN GOEL

SHIVAM BHARDWAJ

RITESH HINDOCHA

@ chetanngoel

@ theguyinaskirt

The emotions and things all of us experience
daily yet are not really aware of inspiring me
and my content the most. The reason being
that it’s like an adventure where I have to be
very aware and keep observing me and the
people around me catch on to that emotion/
thought and then present it in a funny video to

@ dr.behindthescenes
When we started our page, the only motive was
even if one person benefits! Our work is done.
And now we are such a huge family! Warms our
heart.
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@ riteshhindocha

It was not that fashion attracted me, I just knew
that clothes were something through which
I could express myself. And I also feel that
somewhere I was just trying to hide through
my clothes.

KHUSBOO AND KESHAV
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PRATEEK CHAUHAN

When people recognize him, he feels the happiest. When he goes down, everyone tells him
that they watch his videos, and how amazing
he is to which he ends up blushing. We recently
went for the vaccination and even the doctors
recognized him. He even took a selfie and appreciated his content,” says Dhruv.

SOUMALI ADHIKARY
@ soumaliadhikary
No matter which job you apply to, you will always be asked for your certificate and qualification. Youtube never asked me that, but, I had
to give my efforts and time to prove that I can
be better on the platform.

ARTISTS
Content, Clout,

and Commerce!
Can you explain art in one word? Well,
I can’t! Art has many articulations and
means different to each and every one.
But, one thing that stays common is it
gives a medium to express oneself. Art
can emote feelings and make a connection
with someone. Isn’t it the reason poets,
illustrators, calligraphers, cartoonists,
dancers, musicians et al, are all artists?
Social media has given these artists a platform to showcase their talent, and there is
no doubt it has opened various opportunities for them to garner an audience that
appreciates their work and also helps to
gain commercial projects. Thanks to social
media, many can even think of working as
full-time art content creators.
Artists today are a brand in themselves,
running local businesses of their own,
by launching their merch or setting up a
store, and their audience by their side to
support their endeavors.
Abhishansa Mathur was in conversation
with Neha Sharma, Pooja Bhagwat aka Ink
n Bliss, Ajaypal Singh aka Likhari, and Annada N Menon to understand the world of
artists, content, clout, and commerce
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The beginning
Annada Menon is an Illustrator / Visual
Artist based in Maharashtra. She attended
a visual art college and before that drew a
bit in school. Annada picked up illustrating more seriously 7 years ago, and it all
started with her portable sketchbook. She
started illustrating on it during breaks at
her 9-5 job phase. “I had everything documented in a sketchbook but needed a digital space to showcase my work. I never
started posting on Instagram to garner a
following. It was just my love for drawing
and a motivation to try new things every
day that pushed me to post online.”, says
Menon.
Whereas Ajaypal Singh, aka Likhari, is a
poet from New Delhi and writes in 3 languages, Hindi, Urdu and Punjabi, sometimes also Braj. He started writing poetry
in 2016. “I remember sitting on my balcony and looking at this one flower that had
refused to bloom. And the only thing that
came to my mind was ‘toota main hoon,
murjha tum rahe ho’, there was nobody
with whom I could speak to, but it was almost like the flowers were listening to me.
That day I got to know that I can write.
The rest is history, as they would say.”, recalls Singh.
Pooja Bhagwat is a professional calligrapher and founder of Ink n Bliss. She loves
bringing more joy to people’s celebrations
through beautiful writing, aka calligraphy. Bhagwat started Ink n Bliss around
2017 to provide custom calligraphy services for luxury brands, corporates, weddings and events. She has been working in
this industry for almost 5 years now.
“Though I started calligraphy professionally just 5 years back, it all began when I
was a child. Since childhood, I was very
particular about good handwriting and
had a keen interest in arts. I completed my
graduation from Arts College and learned
calligraphy there from my amazing teachers. It’s been over a decade that I have
been practicing this beautiful art of calligraphy,” recalls Pooja.
It was around 2017 when one of Pooja’s
friends suggested she put her work on
Instagram. “At that time I had no idea
what exactly I was doing but it was easy.
Create art, click a good picture and post,
that’s it. The more I posted, I started gathering more audience and followers. That
pushed me to create more artworks in different styles and also helped me to build

ANNADA N MENON
@annada.n.menon

an online portfolio,” adds Bhagwat. Pooja
says earlier she hardly had any idea about
it but now Instagram is like her second
life. She absolutely enjoys creating different posts and stories for her audience.
On the other hand, Neha is an animator
and most importantly a storyteller. “Even
though I’m a cartoonist or animator by
profession, I try to tell a story. When I
started my journey, I didn’t focus much on
curating a masterpiece but always banged
on my stories. Even if I’m drawing stick
figures, I try to keep my stories very engaging. So, since the very start, I believed
that my stories are my art,” shares Neha.
As Neha expresses, she has always used
a visual medium to express herself as

she feels she often fails to put things into
words. But if you ask her to doodle about
it, she can make a 5-6 panel doodle very
comfortably. “I started doodling when
I was a kid and I would doodle on notebooks, walls, and newspapers for which
my teachers and parents often scolded
me. But I never drew or painted anything
in art class, the one place where you are
supposed to draw. This was probably because I did not like the conventional and
realistic way of making art,” Neha further
adds.
Neha says, When you are an only child,
your parents give you all of their attention. But it wasn’t the case for her. “I’m
the only child of my parents but I did not
receive much attention from them for my
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stories, so I searched for it on the internet.
Initially, I had a blog on Blogspot where
I posted pen-paper doodles because I
didn’t do digital art by then. The most
amazing bit of this journey was how people living in different countries and states
were relating to my story doodles, and this
was very comforting for me. After blogs, I
switched to Twitter and later Instagram.
When Instagram came into the picture,
I was preparing to pursue Chartered Accountancy and my art was a means of me
letting myself be a little creative. I was
enrolled as a student in B.Com from Delhi
University and doodling on the side. Later,
I quit my CA aspiration and went full into
doodling,” Neha shares.

Commerce through
Content
“It started towards the end of 2016. I
thought if poetry is helping me why don’t
I share it with people on Instagram, instead of writing a book that will be less accessible.”, says Ajaypal. Later, he launched
his first merchandise, Likh Kar Bhej Di Jiye
postcards by Likhari a year ago. It was a
set of 10 poetry postcards. “People showed
so much love towards my merchandise,
which motivated and helped me to work
on more things,” he further adds.

Annada N Menon

For Pooja, creating your merchandise is
like a dream. “Initially, I used to participate in different art fairs or trade shows
where I could showcase my work and
products. Though I am more into the
service line, I enjoy creating products on
a regular basis especially for the calligraphy community. Being a calligrapher I
understand where penmen struggle and
what things they need regularly to enjoy a
smooth writing experience.”
She is also working on making useful yet
affordable products for calligraphers and
making useful and thoughtful products
for the people according to the festive season or wedding season. She does sell from
her website but 90% of her work comes
from social media. “Though I am super
active on Instagram, I do have accounts
on Facebook, Pinterest, LinkedIn, etc.
Having a presence on different platforms
really helps.”, says Pooja. She also accepts
getting a few projects from other channels, like friends and family, or via mouth
publicity, but for her, the power of social
media is undeniable.
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Annada N Menon

The first set of merchandise that Neha got
printed was calendars around five years
back. She saw someone in foreign sell calendars for $40 per piece, which made her
think of selling self-made doodle calendars. Neha had a doodled piece, and she
took it to the printers. “I had no clue about
the cost factor, so I was surely ripped off
for getting those calendars printed. I got 15
calendars that too of average quality. I was
able to sell 7 to 8 of them to my followers,
and the rest were gifted to my relatives as
New Year presents. The funny point here
was that I do not know how to pack or
gift wrap things, so my mother always did
that for me. When I was supposed to send
out these ordered calendars, I was trying
to pack them with newspaper, and even
though I was doing a terrible job, I did not
ask for my mother’s help. Still, she came
to my rescue and helped me finish the task
I wouldn’t have been able to do myself,”
says Neha.

AJAYPAL SINGH
@likhari__

Since then, Neha and her mother have
been partners in this project. As August
kicks in, Neha’s mother reminds her about
New Year’s calendars. “By the end of September, I finish designing the calendars,
and in October, before Diwali, we get the
printing done. My mother and I do all the
processes together, from printing to getting the calendars from vendors to sourcing and packaging and finally sending the
orders out. And all this while, I show the
process on my Instagram page and try to
tell people about this cute wholesome
project that my mother and I have built.
It is like a gift from one family to another,
and we try to capture that essence in the
tiniest things of merchandise like stickers,” she further adds.
Annada’s online store started 2 years ago.
“Actually, it’s not a permanent website either. It’s just a placeholder store now, just
a payment gateway to make selling products easier. I am working on moving to a
better platform. I found it so important to
figure out whether I want to sell only exclusive pieces as an artist or go large scale.
Well, I am still figuring that out.” She sells
85% of her work through social media.
The artist also has another Bombay-based
brand selling a few of her works too, and
they take care of the printing and logistics. On the International level, she sells
somewhere less than 10%. Annada adds,
“I just set up my work on 3 platforms. Out
of which 2 are picking up. One is icanvas
art and the other is Teepublic. Both these
platforms approached me. They found me
through Bored Panda.”
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The Importance of
Clout for Conversion/
Commerce/Sales
For Neha, the entire sale happens because
of the clout and how people react to her
stories. And there are things that only
people who follow her every day and catch
up on her doodles will know. Giving an
example, she says, “Like in this year’s calendar pack, there were some stickers that
only my regular followers will completely
understand. Minty’s sticker will tell you
that you’ll have a good day and my mother’s doodle character will tell you to clean
your room that day. So, if anyone actually
cleans their room after seeing the sticker,
they send me a story that ‘see Aunty told
me to clean my room and I did’. This is a
relationship that I have with the people
who enjoy my comics. It isn’t an influencer-follower-like relationship but a closer
one. And this continuous support is what
makes me who I am,” she adds.
Whereas, Annada gives credit to her popup events. “I didn’t initially get my following through social media. I got them
through the pop-up stalls I did in Bangalore and Pune. This led to permanent customers. I found that purpose always more
appealing, as I can speak to people, and
they can also physically get the feel of the
products I sell.”
Pooja absolutely believes that her content
made way for her clout and has helped her
a lot with her opening up for new projects
and exploring new mediums. “Consistent
posting helped me tremendously. People
used to send me my own work asking how
they can incorporate such beautiful writing into their weddings or events. When
people saw calligraphy in use through my
posts, they started realizing that this art
form can be used on different levels and
that it can be incorporated in gifting, wedding, or can be used for different events.
People started coming out with different
ideas and that opened up new possibilities for me. We explored many surfaces
apart from paper and have created many
amazing projects that we are proud of. “
When Ajaypal launched an exclusive set of
10 postcards, he got a great response from
his audience. “As I sell only through my
friend’s website and promote it on my social media account and no other platform,
I definitely feel social media clout does
help in sales.”
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POOJA BHAGWAT
@inknbliss

Thoughts on
Content Commerce
Ajaypal accepts that regular social media
content does influence his sales, but he
also agrees not a lot of people can find it
relatable as everyone has their own taste.
“I cannot expect to be liked all the time.
I am happy with what I have,” he further
adds.

NEHA SHARMA
@neha.doodles

Neha feels her content is 100% the main
reason why people invest in the calendar.
“The characters, stories, and jokes that I
make form the major crux of my content,
both for Instagram and calendar. Once
there was a lizard in my bathroom, whom
I personified as a human, named it Sushmita, and posted stories about it. And later, I used it in the calendar as well. People
who follow me regularly will know the
lizard as Sushmita, and the rest would just
relate it as a design element. So, yes, my
content is the major market magnet for
my calendars,” she mentions.
Annada says, “If I was to look from the
perspective of only depending on merchandise sales for a living, I think it’s really important to create as much content
as possible. As someone who does commissions as well, I actually want to try and
keep a 50-50 balance of income. But yes,
for both, I have been mostly dependent on
social media. But I am slowly shifting to
other avenues to broaden my audience.”
She feels working on social media becomes quite hectic sometimes. “With new
trends coming in I see artists diverting to
these trends instead of giving more time
to improve on their work to generate income through the quality of work.”, she
further adds.
Whereas for Pooja, Regular content creation is a must. “I started with a bang, with
so many ideas, different stuff in my mind
& I have seen quite a regular engagement
& growth because of that. But then slowly, ideas ran out & I was a bit inactive due
to some personal stuff. During that time,
I saw the engagement ratio going down
immediately & so did the commercials. I
quickly realized this & now I do post regularly even if I am extremely busy”. She accepts that continuous posting works magically, and it somehow always puts her in
some of the other commercial work. So
much so she even needs to put her clients
on hold due to workload.
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Prerequisite for
online selling
“In the beginning, I jumped right into it
without thinking, without understanding
the need of the market. I invested a lot of
time & money into it. This taught me that
Merchandising is not what you like, it is
something that the market & community
require. If you understand that first, you
will always come up with different products than others. “, says Pooja. She spills
her trick and suggests making products on
a small scale & seeing how that goes. “If
I see a good response, I keep creating the
same product, if I don’t, I simply drop the
idea. I know, as a creator, all our ideas are
our babies & we love them. But that’s not
the reason for others to love them too. Always build your product line according to
the needs of the market,” Pooja adds.
Ajaypal says, “People used to connect
with my writing, so out of nowhere, just
passion, I thought of creating and selling postcards, and people loved it. I just
released a few and not in bulk. After its
success, I launched frames and that too
received a good response. So I feel before planning to build merchandise, you
should be able to create art that garners
love, appreciation and is relatable to people. I chose to keep my products exclusive
and not go for bulk selling, but it depends
on artists which strategy they want to go
for.”
Neha suggests, before starting merchandise one must know what they are good at
or what is their strongest point. “For me, it
is the calendar because of the big canvas it
offers for me to present my stories. Artists
should know their USP and what is something that makes their art unique from
others. An artist’s merch should give peo-

ple a good reason for them to buy it and
evoke emotion. Minding the quality of the
product also matters. A sustainable longterm business can happen only when your
customers return. Acquiring new customers every year is not good for any brand
model.”, she shares.
Annada mentions the importance of an
active online store that sells regularly, investing in a quality store, maintaining a
clean and simple website for the customers, and keeping products and vendors in
check for a quick turnaround time. She
also emphasizes investing your time in
creating art that sells.

Tips on creating
content, clout, and
commerce
According to Neha, the only thing that
works here is to be true to yourself and be
very consistent. “Don’t run after crafting
the perfect piece and lose the time you
could have incorporated in making more
art,” she further adds.
Whereas Ajaypal says, “My only advice
would be to make your art with purity.
Keep your heart in your art. Don’t make
content just for some likes or followers.
If you are going through a sort of creative block, take some time off, give rest
to yourself, rejuvenate, and then get back
and try to create art or your content.” He
also suggests not forcing yourself as it degrades your quality.
Annada states that the most important
thing is to be confident about what you
create. “There is no specific formula to it.
Everyone gets their audience on their own
time or instantly. It’s on the mediums you

use and how you try and reach an audience. It differs for everyone. Figure out
strengths first and use only that. Certain
people love settling for a style, and some
don’t, both work great. Everything has an
audience, the numbers and money follow
as soon as you figure out your niche.”, she
adds.
On the other hand, Pooja has some pointers that she swears by. “Over the years, I
have learned a few things that help me in
running my content and business simultaneously.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Once you start, don’t stop. Consistency is the key in content creation.
Plan your content prior. It will help
you a lot.
Don’t just post for the sake of posting.
Write a meaningful caption along
with your posts.
Always reply to the comments on
your social media.
Don’t just like other people’s content.
Leave good comments on other people’s posts too.
Build a social network in your community.
Learning & exploring new things is
the key.
Give your best in each & every project
& product
Don’t hesitate to charge what you are
worth.
Customer experience is so important
when you are into customization.”,
Pooja shares.

NEW YEAR,
SAME ME.

By Shachi Lavingia

Every January brings with it so many expectations of ‘change’, whether it’s our
bodies, our bank balance, or habits we’re
told we have to let go of. Sure, it’s nice to
keep working on parts of us we don’t quite
like, but often we do this while hating our
reality or feeling inadequate about our
current selves. We’re constantly being sold
the idea of ‘New You’ and New isn’t necessarily better. In fact, ‘New You’ is a lot of
pressure for those who are already struggling with mental health issues, self-acceptance, and self-worth.
We asked Sadaf Hussain, Nistha, Raina Raonta, and Priyesha Nair what they’d like
to keep being in 2022 in the midst of this
craze of embracing everything that comes
with the ‘new’ tag. Here’s what they had
to say!

SADAF
HUSSAIN
@sadaf_hussain
“I find “New Year, New Me” to be very cliche.
Everybody suddenly wants to think out of the
box; everybody is a traveler, foodie, or food connoisseur and a person extraordinaire. I want to
stay a regular guy, a very average one. There is
an old saying - “If it’s not broken, don’t mend
it.” I want to retain my curiosity to explore and
research more, especially about food. I want to
keep working on my podcast and putting up decent content while working on the book that I
have been writing since last year.”
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NISTHA
SARAF
@fashio_nistha
“It’s during this time of the year that all
of us start making new resolutions for the
year. Every new year comes with the pressure of making new changes in life and exploring a new version of ourselves. I do not
fancy making a new resolution this year or
finding a new me because I’m happy with
the way I am. If you asked me this a decade
or 5 years back when I was a different person who was running a rat race, I would’ve
said something else. But I have lived that
life and I’ve been content with the things
I have achieved on a professional as well
as personal front. That was the time for
experimenting and seeing what worked
and what didn’t. That’s also when life happened and over a period of time, I realized
that happiness is key. Am I actually happy?
This was the question that started kicking
in professionally and personally. That’s
when I started prioritizing things and people in my life.
I started as a blogger 5 years ago and so
much has changed since then. Initially, I
was about creating more and more content
and losing breath over fewer followers but
now I choose my peace over anything. I’d
rather have less but quality content and
lose a follower than have one who doesn’t
relate to my style. Having a loyal and positive audience is more important to me
today than the count of the followers. I’m
taking it slow and appreciating all the love
that I receive from my audience. I’m enjoying the present without worrying about tomorrow and continuing to create content
because I love to and not because I am in
any competition.
This year, it’s the same old me. I’m not
changing anything but being more in the
present, enjoying small wins, accepting
and living in my reality, doing things that
make me happy and most importantly, being grateful to have people in my life who
really matter to me.”
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RAINA
RAONTA
@rainaraonta
“New year. Same old ‘overweight’ me. I’ve
been living with my parents in my hometown, Bathinda, Punjab for the whole of
last year. For me, this meant getting super
comfortable and I gained about 10 kgs.
Last year, I faced a lot of body shaming
by random family friends. “Weight kaafi
put on ho gaya hai”, “Tu toh humari model jaisi ladki hai, aise moti hoke achi nahi
lagti”. The annoying part was that every
single one of them had a comment to pass.
Things like this did shake my confidence
earlier. I would go on crash diets, basically eat an apple a day, to get the body of
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my dreams which I did but at the cost of
getting weak. I also got hospitalized once
since I’ve been going on random ‘crash
diet’ months almost every year since the
11th grade. To date, I have gained and lost
16 kgs 3 times. My doctor said, “Change
your lifestyle or have a constant drip attached to you.” So, yes! No more diets for
me. Never, ever.
New year. Same old ‘overweight’ me :)”

PRIYESHA
NAIR
@itswolfienair
“New year, same me, the winds of change
that never come.
As 2021 was drawing to a close - we were
all throwing ourselves into a frenzy of
house parties. And after endless rounds
of alcohol, truth or dare, teen patti, quick
smoke breaks, and high cubes - every
party would end with a seance of sorts. A
seance where we were trying to conjure
a future us - a better, fitter, easier, more
present, financially sound, romantically
forward, more loving, more loveable - us.
What will you let go off this year? A friend
asked. What did you learn this year?
What will you keep? My head was still
reeling from her first question. What will
I let go off? Personally, I’m not someone
who can easily let go of things or people. Abandonment issues shine through
every act of giving or receiving for me.
What will I let go off? What can I let go
off? What have I learned? The greatest
lesson is that January is when people
feel the most inadequate - the realization that we may have over-committed
sets in, then we climb, we tumble, we
fall and crawl too. All of this to find our
rhythm, our pace, and the understanding that it isn’t really a race - but that’s
only until December arrives and then all
of us with our post its and our planners,
our diaries, jot down how we’re going to
slay the next year like it’s some dragon
that threatens our very existence.
Don’t get me wrong, I’m all for self-improvement, growth, and the crafting of a
better future - but people fall prey to fads
all the time. I mean, look at it this way you’ve decided you want to lose weight
and yet you stuff your face all December making endless promises to yourself
that come January, you’re going to be a
new person, someone who doesn’t like
chocolates, who doesn’t guzzle beer and
who stays away from fried foods. Isn’t
this the greatest fad of all times? January
isn’t the start line to discipline. January
isn’t going to change you - more like the
other way around.

But it is the norm, people make their resolutions and then try to keep them through
the year, another friend said, How else
will anyone grow? I think that growth and
change are the two most abused and exploited words and personal favorites of
the capitalist culture that we all live in.
We’re all sold this idea that the new year
has a magic potion in store for us and that
somehow, over the course of a few weeks
- you know, of thinking up and making
resolutions, we will be able to change our
wiring, our human design, our habits, and
hence our future.”
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Visit www.socialketchup.in to ketchup with all tangy updates
of social media universe.
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